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Abardzed, U.

Member of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the Federation of Agricultural Cooperatives of the MPR (SHINE HODOO 31 Oct 86 p 8)

Abday, C.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Abday, C.

Rector of the Pedagogical Institute of the MPR and docent (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEH 19 Jun 87 p 3)

Abirmed, N.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Abirmed, S.

Instructor attached to the Workers and Youth Department of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEH 13 Feb 87 p 2)

Adiyaa, O.

Responsible secretary of the Executive Committee of the Oborhangay Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Alagsay, C.

Responsible secretary of the editorial board of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 1)
Aldzahguy, B.

First secretary of the Gobi Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUJCHUJUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 1)

Algaa, J.

Member of the editorial board of DZALUU DZOHION BUTEEGCH (DZALUU DZOHION BUTEEGCH No 1 1987 p 32)

Altangerel, Bat-Ochiryn

Member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the MPRP, first secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Party Committee (DZALUJCHUJUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 1), chairman of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 20 Mar 87 p 1), deputy chairman of the Central Council of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 25 Mar 87 p 4); appointed deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers of the MPR in accordance with a decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural signed in Ulaanbaatar on 7 May 1987 by J. Batmonh, chairman, and T. Gotob, secretary, of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural of the MPR (UNEN 8 May 87 p 8); relieved of his responsibilities as member of the Bureau of the Ulaanbaatar City Party Committee and as first secretary of the Ulaanbaatar City Party Committee at the specially convened 8 May 1987 meeting of the Ulaanbaatar City Party Committee because of another assignment (UNEN 9 May 87 p 1)

Altangerel, G.

First deputy minister of people's education of the MPR (UNEN 16 Jan 87 p 2)

Altangerel, J.

Member of the Commission for Issuing Election Results of Local People's Deputies and People's Courts of the MPR (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)

Altantsetseg, J.

Deputy chairman of the Union of Mongolian Women and member of the Presidium of the Mongolian Committee for the Preservation of Peace (UNEN 26 Jun 87 p 4)
Altay, D.

Responsible MPR television and radio editor (DZALUU CHUUDYN UNEN 15 Mar 87 p 1)

Amarhunu, O.

Member of the editorial board of ARDYN TOR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 2)

Amarhunu, O.

Deputy director of the Administrative Office of the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 2)

Amarjargal, N.

Instructor attached to the Rural Youth Department of the MRYL (DZALUU CHUUDYN UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 3)

Amgaabadzhar, B.

Deputy director of the Fire Prevention Office of the MPR (UNEN 13 Mar 87 p 3)

Anand, A.

Member of the editorial board of BARILGACHIN (BARILGACHIN No 3 1986 p 64)

Arslan, Y.

Responsible secretary of the editorial board of DZALUU DZOHION BUTEEGCH (DZALUU DZOHION BUTEEGCH No 1 1987 p 32) and member of the collegium of the General Editorial Board for Youth Publications (DZALUU CHUUDYN UNEN 22 Feb 87 p 1)

Ayuurdzana, T.

Member of the editorial board of EDIYN DZASGIYN BOLOBSROL (EDIYN DZASGIYN BOLOBSROL No 4 1987 p 32)
Baasanjab, A.

First deputy minister of geology and mining industry of the MPR (UNEN 11 Apr 87 p 1)

Baasanjab, A.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Baasanjab, G.

Deputy chairman of the Supreme Council of the Federation of Agricultural Cooperatives of the MPR (UNEN 7 Jan 87 p 2)

Baasanjab, N.

First deputy chairman of the State Committee for Foreign Relations Abroad of the MPR (UNEN 17 Apr 87 p 4)

Baasansuren, T.

Editor of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 1)

Baasansuren, T.

Deputy chairman of the Union of Mongolian Journalists Committee (UNEN 10 Mar 87 p 3)

Baast, B.

Deputy minister of agriculture of the MPR (UNEN 21 Feb 87 p 3)

Baast, B.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)
Baatar, D.

Responsible secretary of the Executive Committee of the Tob Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Baatar, T.

Director of the Institute of Physics and Technical Sciences of the MPR and candidate (UNEN 4 Mar 87 p 4)

Baatarhuu, D.

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Dornod Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 3 Apr 87 p 2)

Baatartsogt, J.

Relieved of his responsibilities as a member of the Bureau of the Central Committee of the MRYL at the 7th Plenum of the Central Committee of the MRYL held on 18 February 1987 (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Babuu, C.

Deputy chairman of the People's Control Committee of the MPR (ARDYN TOR No 3 1986 p 50)

Babuu, N.

Deputy minister of foreign trade of the MPR (UNEN 27 May 87 p 4)

Badamsuren, G.

Director of the Machine Equipment Supply Administration of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 3)

Badarch, D.

First secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Railways Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)
Badarch, G.

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Bulgan Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (UNEN 30 Jun 87 p 1)

Badarch, S.

Director of a department of the Dornod Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUUCHUJJUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 2)

Badarch, S.

First secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Railways Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUUCHUJJUDYN UNEN 27 May 87 p 2)

Badraa, D.

Director of the Institute of Chemistry of the MPR and doctor (UTGA DZOHIOL URLAG 27 Mar 87 p 2) of agricultural sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of agricultural sciences at the meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Institute of Chemistry (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Badraa, J.

Second secretary of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUUCHUJJUDYN UNEN 15 Mar 87 p 1); elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1); [also] member of the Presidium of the Mongolian-Kampuchean Friendship Association (UNEN 8 Jan 87 p 4)

Badrah, S.

Member of the editorial board of DZALUU DZOHIION BUTEEGCH (DZALUU DZOHIION BUTEEGCH No 1 1987 p 32)

Badral, T.

Deputy chairman of the State Material and Technical Supply Committee of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 3)
Badzarragchaa, T.

Organizer of the Dzabhan Aymag Party Committee (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 10 May 87 p 2)

Baldangombo, B.

Dean of the Engineering and Mechanics Faculty of the Institute of Agriculture of the MPR, delegate to the 19th Congress of the MPRP, and candidate of technical sciences (UNEN 28 May 87 p 3)

Baldoov, B.

Director of the Social Sciences Institute of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1) and corresponding member of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences (UNEN 5 Jun 87 p 1)

Balhaajab, T.

Chairman of the Permanent Committee for Foreign Affairs of the People's Great Hural and first deputy chairman of the Central Council of Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 10 May 87 p 1) [re]elected first deputy chairman of the Central Council of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations at the first plenum of the Central Council of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations elected by the Eighth Congress of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 29 May 87 p 4)

Banchindorj, S.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 21 Feb 87 p 1)

Bandzragch, B.

Director of the Building Repair Office of the Ministry of Trade and Procurement of the MPR (UNEN 21 Feb 87 p 3)

Bandzragch, H.

MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 12 Jul 87 p 3)
Bandzragch, N.

Director of the Finance and Credit Department of the Mongolian State University and candidate of economic sciences (UNEN 17 May 87 p 1)

Bar-Erdene, S.

Member of the editorial board of ТЕХНИК ТЕХНОЛОГИЙ Н ЕДЬЕЕ (ТЕХНИК ТЕХНОЛОГИЙ Н ЕДЬЕЕ No 1 1987 p 1)

Barsbold, R.

Head of a section of the Geological Institute of the MPR and doctor of geological sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of biological sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Geological and Mining Production Research Institute subordinate to the Ministry of Geology and Mining of the MPR (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Bataa, R.

Assistant to the general secretary of the Party Central Committee and candidate member of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 10 Jun 87 p 1)

Batbayar, D.

Acting director of the Cinema Drama Department of the Ministry of Culture of the MPR (UTGA DZOHIOL URLAG 13 Feb 87 p 4)

Batbayar, S.

First deputy chairman of the State Labor and Social Welfare Committee of the MPR (UNEN 17 Apr 87 p 32) and deputy chairman of the Mongolian-Czechoslovak Friendship Association (UNEN 8 May 87 p 4)

Batbayar, S.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)
Bathuyag, S.

Minister of fuel and power industry of the MPR (UNEN 28 May 87 p 3)

Batjargal, D.

First deputy director of the Main Hydrometeorological Administration of the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Batjargal, [fnl]

Scholar-secretary of the Research and Project Institute of the Ministry of Fuel and Power Industry of the MPR (UNEN 10 May 87 p 1)

Batjargal, G.

Deputy minister of light and food industry of the MPR (UNEN 3 Jul 87 p 3)

Batjargal, M.

First secretary of the Ubs Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 22 Feb 87 p 1)

Bat-Ochir, L.

Secretary of the party committee of the Mongolian State University and professor (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 5 Apr 87 p 1)

Batsayhan, D.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 10 Mar 87 p 2)

Batsuh, T.

Relieved of his responsibilities as member of the Bureau of the Central Committee of the MRYL at the 7th Plenum of the Central Committee of the MRYL held on 18 February 1987 (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)
Batsuuri, D.

Prorector of the Mongolian State University and professor (UNEN 10 May 87 p 3)

Bayanbasuren, D.

Member of the editorial board of ТЕХНИК ТЕХНОЛОГИЙН МЕДЕЕ (ТЕХНИК ТЕХНОЛОГИЙН МЕДЕЕ No 1 1987 p 1)

Bayanbat, T.

First deputy minister of agriculture of the MPR and chairman of the Mongolian section of the Permanent Work Group of the Comprehensive Agriculture and Industry [Program] Sector of the Mongolian-Soviet Intergovernmental Economic, Scientific, and Technical Cooperation Commission (UNEN 10 Jul 87 p 2)

Bayanbat, T.

Member of the editorial board of EDIYN DZASGIYN BOLOBSROL (EDIYN DZASGIYN BOLOBSROL No 4 1987 p 32)

Bayanjargal, B.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions and deputy chairman of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Bayanjargal, C.

Member of the editorial board of EDIYN DZASGIYN ASUUDEL (EDIYN DZASGIYN ASUUDEL No 4 1987 p 32)

Bayarsayhan, N.

Member of the editorial board of EDIYN DZASGIYN BOLOBSROL (EDIYN DZASGIYN BOLOBSROL No 4 1987 p 32)
Bayart, G.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian Trade Unions and secretary of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Bayartogtoh, G.

Acting director of the Export-Import Office of the Ministry of Foreign Trade of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 3)

Begdz, N.

Deputy minister of trade and procurement of the MPR (UNEN 13 Mar 87 p 3)

Begdzsuren, B.

Responsible secretary of the editorial board of ARDYN TOR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 3)

Behbat, H.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 8 Jan 87 p 4)

Bidziyaa, G.

First secretary of the Arhangay Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 29 May 87 p 2)

Bilegt, D.

Deputy chairman of the Executive Committee of the Union of Mongolian Associations for Peace and Friendship (UNEN 8 Apr 87 p 4)

Bold, G.

Director of the State Construction Inspection Office of the MPR (UNEN 26 Feb 87 p 3)
Bold, L.
Second secretary of the Darhan City Party Committee (UNEN 8 May 87 p 3)

Bold, P.
First secretary of the Darhan City Party Committee (HODOLMOR 7 Mar 87 p 4) and member of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 21 May 87 p 1)

Bold, S.
Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 3 Apr 87 p 1) and member of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 20 Mar 87 p 1)

Boldbaatar, D.
Director of a department of the Ministry of Finance of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 3)

Borduh, D.
Deputy chairman of the State Material and Technical Supply Committee of the MPR and director of the State Material and Technical Equipment Utilization Control Office of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 3)

Borhondoy, B.
Counsellor at the MPR Embassy in the USSR (UZALJOCHI, JOBDHUN UNEN 18 Jan 87 p 1)

Budragchaa, H.
Director of the Raw Materials Sales Office of the Ministry of Trade and Procurement of the MPR (UNEN 19 May 87 p 1)

Budragchaa, S.
Procurator of the MPR and full-ranking state legal consultant (HODOLMOR 14 Mar 87 p 3)
Bujinlham, D.

Referent of the Foreign Affairs Department of the Central Committee of the MRLY (PIONERIYN UNEN 30 Apr 87 p 3)

Bund, B.

Secretary of the Dzabhan Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 23 Jul 87 p 3)

Buyanbadra, D.

Responsible secretary of the Arhangay Aymag Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Association Council (UNEN 29 May 87 p 3)

Buyandelger, R.

Responsible secretary of the Executive Committee of the Dornogobi Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Buuyantogtsoh, T.

MPR consul-general in Tashkent (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 26 Apr 87 p 1)

Byamba, D.

First secretary at the MPR Embassy in the USSR (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 18 Jan 87 p 1)

Byambaa, L.

Director of the Administrative Office of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 2)

Byambajab, E.

Chairman of the State Committee for Prices and Standards of the MPR (UNEN 22 May 87 p 3) and chairman of the Mongolian-Kampuchean Friendship Association (UNEN 8 Jan 87 p 4)
Byambasuren, S.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Byambasuren, S.

Director of the Dundgobi Aymag Material and Technical Supply Administration (UNEN 17 May 87 p 2)
Chandraabal, C.

Secretary of Revolutionary Party Committee at the MPR Embassy in the USSR  (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 6 Feb 87 p 1)

Chandraabal, G.

Responsible secretary of the Executive Committee of the Hobd Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies of the MPR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Chagnaa, P.

Director of an office of the Ministry of Agriculture of the MPR (UNEN 21 Feb 87 p 1) and engineer-hydrotechnician (UNEN 3 May 87 p 1)

Chantuu, G.

Editor-in-chief of the Joint Editorial Board for Publications Sponsored by the Mongolian People's Army (SETGJULCH No 1 1987 p 13) [also] editor-in-chief of ULAAN OD (PIONERIYN UNEN 18 Mar 87 p 1)

Chimeddagbaa, D.

First secretary of the Suhbaatar Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 30 Jun 87 p 1)

Chimeddambaa, Sonomjidiyn

Senior journalist who has been working as an UNEN commentator; awarded the Order of Labor Red Banner according to a decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (SETGJULCH No 1 1987 p 17)

Chimeddorj, M.

Deputy chairman of the State Material and Technical Supply Committee of the MPR (UNEN 15 Jan 87 p 2)

Chimeddorj, R.

Elected chairman of the Central Inspection Commission of the Mongolian
Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Chimedjantsan, J.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 3)

Chimid, B.

Director of the State Organizations Department of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural and candidate of jurisprudence (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 48)

Chimid, B.

Member of the Commission Issuing Election Results of the Local Assemblies of People's Deputies and People's Courts (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)

Chimid, B.

Member of the editorial board of ARDYN TOR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 2)

Chimidtseren, S.

Second secretary of the Erdenet City Party Committee (UNEN 4 Jul 87 p 2)

Chingel, G.

Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP and chairman of the Commission Issuing the Election Results of the Local Assemblies of People's Deputies and the People's Court of the MPR (UNEN 27 May 87 p 1)

Chogdon, J.

Head of a department of the Polytechnical Institute of the MPR and doctor of technical sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of technical sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Polytechnical Institute (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)
Choyjil, M.

First deputy chairman of the Mongolian State Information, Radio and Television Committee (SETGULCH No 1 1987 p 13)

Choyjilsuren, B.

First secretary of the Bayanhongor Aymag Party Committee (HODOLMOR 4 Jun 87 p 2)

Chultem, D.

First deputy chairman of the State Committee for Higher and Specialized Education of the MPR, doctor of physics and mathematical sciences and professor; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of physics and mathematical sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Mongolian State University (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Chuluun, P.

Secretary of the Arhangay Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 8 May 87 p 3)

Chuluunbaatar, J.

Responsible secretary of the Executive Committee of the Hobsgol Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (UNEN 26 Jun 87 p 3)

Chuluunbaatar, L.

Director of the Mongolian State Circus (UNEN 8 May 87 p 4)

Chuluunbat, L.

Secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Party Committee (UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 2) and chairman of the Ulaanbaatar City Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Association (UNEN 29 May 87 p 1)

Chuluundorj, Dashdabaagiyn

Appointed MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the
Republic of Cyprus according to a decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 6 Mar 87 p 4)
Dabaa, A.

Responsible editor of BARILGACHIN (BARILGACHIN No 3 1986 p 64)

Dabaadash, C.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 5 May 87 p 4) and member of the Commission Issuing the Election Results of Local People's Assemblies and People's Courts of the MPR (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)

Dabaadorj, T.

Secretary of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 15 Mar 87 p 1)

Dabaasambuu, J.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Dabaasuren, B.

Minister of People's Education of the MPR (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Dabaatseren, D.

Deputy chairman of the Executive Committee of the Hobd Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 3)

Dabaatseren, D.

First secretary of the Gobi-Altay Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 30 Jun 87 p 1)

Dagba, B.

First secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Ajilchin Rayon Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 2)
Dagba, G.

Chief physician at the Emergency Hospital (UNEN 31 Mar 87 p 3)

Dagbadash, T.

Secretary of the Bulgan Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 27 Mar 87 p 3)

Dagbadorj, R.

Chairman of the State Labor and Welfare Committee of the MPR (UNEN 15 May 87 p 2)

Dagbasambuu, B.

Secretary of the Bayanhongor Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 1 Mar 87 p 3)

Dagbasuren, D.

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Dornogobi Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Dagdan, G.

First secretary of the Hذهب Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 22 Feb 87 p 1)

Dagiil, S.

Member of the editorial board of BARILGACHIN (BARILGACHIN No 3 1986 p 64)

Dagiijamts, D

First deputy minister of forestry and woodworking industry of the MPR (UNEN 15 May 87 p 3)

Dagiisuren, S.

Secretary of the Ajilchin Rayon Party Committee (UNEN 11 Mar 87 p 1)
Dalantay, D.

Director of a department of the Erdenet City Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALIUUCHUUUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 2)

Dalhjab, D.

Responsible secretary of the editorial board of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE NO 1 1987 p 1)

Damba, G.

UNEN newspaper desk chief (DZALIUUCHUUUDYN UNEN 15 Mar 87 p 1) and member of the collegium of the UNEN Newspaper Office (UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 1)

Damchaa, T.

First secretary of the Omnogobi Aimag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALIUUCHUUUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Damdin, Paabangiyn

Secretary of the Central Committee of the MPRP (HODOLMOR 19 Mar 87 p 1); born in 1931 to a herdsman's family residing in the territory of Ondorhangay Somon, located in Ubs Aimag; attended 1946-1950 the Technical School for Finance and Economics in Ulaanbaatar City, 1952-1958 the Moscow State Economics Institute, located in the Soviet Union where he acquired skills as an economist; worked 1950-1952 as bookkeeper and accountant, 1958-1960 as a specialist at the State Planning Commission of the MPR and department director, 1960-1968 minister of industry of the MPR, 1968-1979 minister of food and light industry of the MPR, and elected in April 1979 secretary of the Central Committee of the MPRP; joined the MPR in 1949, elected member of the Central Committee by the 12th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th Congresses of the MPRP and deputy to the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th People's Great Khurals of the MPRP; elected alternate member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the MPR by the Third Plenum of the Central Committee of the MPRP on 30 June 1987 (UNEN 1 Jul 87 p 1)

Damdinbaldzar, D.

Member of the editorial board of BARILGACHIN (BARILGACHIN NO 3 1986 p 64)
Damdindorj, C.

Responsible secretary of the editorial board of BARILGACHIN
(BARILGACHIN No 3 1987 p 64)

Damdinjab, L.

Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 27
Jun 87 p 1)

Damdinsuren, B.

Director of a department of the Ministry of People's Education of the
MPR (UNEN 25 Jan 87 p 1)

Damdinsuren, L.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK
TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE NO 1 1987 p 1)

Damdinsuren, Lubsansurengiyn

Appointed first deputy minister of light and food industry by the
Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 14 Mar 87 p 1)

Dandzan, G.

Head of a department of the State Pedagogical Institute of the MPR,
doctor of biological sciences, and professor; nominated for corresponding
membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of biological
sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the State Pedagogical
Institute (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Dandzandorj, Huubaagiyn

Appointed deputy chairman of the State Planning Commission of the MPR
(UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Dangaasuren, B.

Member of the Commission for Issuing Election Results of the Local
Assemblies of People's Deputies and People's Courts of the MPR (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)

Darambadzar, D.

Responsible secretary of SUHBAATARYN DZAM, published in Suhbaatar Aymag, and the NAMYN AMIDRAL periodical (UNEN 12 Mar 87 p 4)

Dariymaa, D.

Director of the Price and Quality Department of the Executive Committee of the Bulgan Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies of the MPR (UNEN 26 Mar 87 p 3)

Dash, M.

Member of the Central Committee of the MPRP and MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the People's Republic of Bulgaria (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)

Dash, M.

Chairman of the State Committee for Science and Technology of the MPR and doctor of veterinary sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of agricultural sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Mongolian Animal Husbandry Research Institute Named In Honor of J. Sambuu (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Dashbal, Y.

Director of a department of the Ministry of Light and Food Industry of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 3)

Dashdabaa, G.

Deputy minister of foreign affairs of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 1)
Dashdemberel, C.

First secretary of the Hentiy Aymag Party Committee (SHINE HODOO 5 Mar 87 p 1)

Dashdobdon, D.

Chairman of the State Committee for Sports and Physical Culture of the MPR, member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 4 Jul 87 p 4) and chairman of the Mongolian-Korean Friendship Association (UNEN 26 Jun 87 p 4)

Dashdondob, T.

Secretary of the Union of Mongolian Journalists Committee (UNEN 12 Mar 87 p 4)

Dashdondog, J.

Member of the editorial board of SETGULCH (SETGULCH No 1 1987 p 1) and responsible editor of the Joint Editorial Board for Children's Publications (SETGULCH No 1 1987 p 28); editor-in-chief of the Joint Editorial Board for Children's Publications Sponsored by the Central Committee of the MRLY and the Central Council of the Mongolian Pioneers Organizations named In Honor of D. Suhbaatar (UNEN 29 Mar 87 p 4)

Dashdorj, C.

Desk chief of GOBIYN MEDEE, published in Omnogobi Aymag, and ULAANBAATAARYN MEDEE (UNEN 12 Mar 87 p 4)

Dashdorj, Y.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian Trade Unions and secretary of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Dashdzebeg, D.

Senior research worker at the Institute of Geology of the MPR, doctor of
geology and mineralogical sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in
the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of geology and mineralogical
sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Institute of Geology
(HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Dashdzebeg, G.

Member of the Central Committee of the MPRP and director of a department
of the Central Committee of the Party (UNEN 3 Apr 87 p 1)

Dashjamts, D.

Secretary of the Central Committee of the MRYL and chairman of the Union
of Mongolian Students (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 1)

Dashnyam, B.

Chairman of the Mongolian Biotechnology Council and candidate of
biological sciences (SHINE HODOO 5 Mar 87 p 1)

Dashnyam, Choyjuuryyn

Appointed deputy director of the State Arbitrator's Office of the
Council of Ministers of the MPR and assistant to the Chief Arbitrator of the
MPR (UNEN 29 Apr 87 p 1)

Dashnyam, D.

Secretary of the MPR Embassy Party Committee in the USSR (DZALUUUCHUUDYN
UNEN 6 Feb 87 p 1)

Dashnyam, I.

Member of the editorial board of ARDYN TOR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 2)

Dashnyam, L.

Member of the collegium of the UNEN Newspaper Office (UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 1)
Dashnyam, Y.

MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the People's Democratic Republic of Laos (UNEN 25 Feb 87 p 4)

Dejid, Bugyn

Member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the MPRP and secretary of the Central Committee of the MPRP (SHINE HODOO 19 Feb 87 p 1); awarded the Order of Sukhe Bator on the occasion of his 60th birthday in accordance with the 28 April 1987 decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural signed in Ulaanbaatar by J. Batmonh, chairman, and T. Gotob, secretary, of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 3 May 87 p 1) and Letter of Commendation from the Central Committee of the MPRP, the Presidium of the People's Great Hural and the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 5 May 87 p 1)

Deleg, G.

Member of the editorial board of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 1)

Delger, B.

Director of the Organization Department of the Dzabhan Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 10 May 87 p 2)

Delgersuren, B.

First deputy minister of foreign trade of the MPR (UNEN 22 May 87 p 3)

Delgersuren, J.

Deputy minister of foreign trade of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 3)

Delgertools, D.

Secretary of the Union of Mongolian Graduates from Soviet Schools (UNEN 20 Jan 87 p 3)
Demberel, L.

Director of a department of the State Planning Commission of the MPR (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 10 May 87 p 2)

Dembereltseren, D.

Deputy director of a department of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 17 Apr 87 p 2)

Demchigdorj, T.

Minister of social economy and services of the MPR (ARDYN TOR No 3 1986)

Demiddaba[a], T.

MPR ambaassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria (UNEN 7 May 87 p 4)

Deremchimed, S.

Deputy director of the Telephone and Radio Utilization Committee of the Ministry of Communications of the MPR (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 30 Jun 87 p 4)

Dolgor, Choynbolyn

Deputy chairman of the Mongolian Committee for the Preservation of Peace, Distinguished Doctor of the MPR, chairman of the Committee of Mongolian Physicians Against Nuclear War, scholar-professor and teacher (HODOLMOR 7 Mar 87 p 4); at the 8 May 1987 meeting of the Committee of Mongolian Physicians Against Nuclear War was [again] confirmed its chairman (UNEN 9 May 87 p 6)

Dolgormaa, B.

First deputy minister of finance of the MPR and doctor of economic sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of economic sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Institute of Economics of the MPR (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)
Dolgorsuren, D.

Responsible secretary of the HUDALDAA, AHUYN UYLCHILGEE periodical (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 13)

Donid, B.

Secretary of the Darhan Party Committee (UNEN 5 May 87 p 3)

Dorj, B.

Director of the Land Cultivation Office of the Ministry of Agriculture of the MPR (UNEN 19 Mar 87 p 1)

Dorj, O.

Director of the Trade Hall of the MPR (UNEN 9 Apr 87 p 4)

Dorjbal, T.

Assistant editor of TEHNIK TEHOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Dorjdambaa, D.

Director of the Instruction Department of the Executive Committee of the Tob Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Dorjgotob, A.

Director of the Legal Department of the Executive Committee of the Tob Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 74)

Dorjhorool, D.

First deputy chairman of the Executive Committee of the Arhangay Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (UNEN 27 May 87 p 1)
Dugarjab, L.

Chairman of the Central Auditing Commission of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 29 May 87 p 1)

Duger, H.

Director of the Pedagogical Institute of the MPR (UNEN 12 Mar 87 p 3)

Dulmaa, J.

Minister of foreign trade of the MPR (UNEN 6 Jun 87 p 6)

Dzagasbdalan, D.

Chairman of the Mandate Commission of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 29 May 87 p 1)

Dzambaga, S.

Deputy chairman of the Union of Mongolian Women (HODOlMOR 7 Mar 87 p 3) and member of the Presidium of the Mongolian Committee for Afro-Asian Solidarity (UNEN 26 May 87 p 4)

Dzandansharab, B.

Deputy chairman of the Central Commission for the Mongolian Children's Fund (UNEN 26 May 87 p 4)

Dzangad, B.

Secretary of the Union of Mongolian Artistic Workers (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 25 Mar 87 p 1)

Dzantab, L.

Chairman of the Mongolian State Information, Radio and Television Committee (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 28) and deputy chairman of the Executive Committee of the Mongolian Parliamentary Group (UNEN 4 Mar 87 p 4)
Dzayaan, O.

Director of Organization Department of the Ulaanbaatar Ajilchin Rayon Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZAIJUCHIUDYN UNEN 4 Feb 87 p 2)

Dzayaat, U.

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Hobsgol Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (Unen 30 Jun 87 p 1)

Dzinamyadar, G.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 10 May 87 p 1)

Dzinamyadar, G.

Member of the editorial board of EDIYN DZASGIYN BOLOBSROL (EDIYN DZAGIYN BOLOBSROL No 4 1987 p 32)

Dzunduy, Darjaagiyn

Appointed director of the State Arbitrator's Office of the Council of Ministers of the MPR and chief state arbitrator (UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Dzunduy, L.

Deputy minister of culture of the MPR (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 14)
Enebish, D.

Second secretary of the Gobi-Altay Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 6 May 87 p 2)

Enhbayar, P.

Secretary of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUU DZOHIOL BUTEEGCH No 1 1987 p 1)

Enhmandah, B.

First secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Revolutionary Youth League Committee; elected member of the Bureau of the Central Committee of the MRYL at the 7th Plenum of the Central Committee of the MRYL held on 18 February 1987 (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Enhsayhan, J.

Acting director of a department of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the MPR (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Enhtayban, O.

Second secretary of the Selenge Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 10 Apr 87 p 4)

Enhtor, S.

Director of the Bayanhongor Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 2)

Enhtor, T.

First secretary of the Ubs Aymag Party Committee (SHINE HODOO 5 Mar 87 p 1)

Erdene, G.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 8 May 87 p 4)
Erdene, J.

Deputy director of the Main Agricultural Material and Technical Supply Administration of the MPR (SHINE HÖDOO 2 Apr 87 p 3)

Erdene, M.

First secretary of the Dornod Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 4 Jul 87 p 1)

Erdenechimeg, J.

First secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Suhbaatar Rayon Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHARUUHY UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 2)

Erdenee, J.

Deputy director of the Main Agricultural Material and Technical Supply Administration of the MPR (SHINE HÖDOO 2 Apr 87 p 3)

Erdenejab, G.

Director of the Institute for Botany of the MPR and doctor of biological sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of biological sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Institute for Botany (HÖDÖLMÖR 28 May 87 p 4)

Erdenetuyaa, Y.

Member of the editorial board of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 1) and first deputy chairman of the Mongolian State Information, Radio and Television Committee (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 14)

Eroolsuren, S.

Responsible editor of Mongolian Television (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 16)
Gadinjid, S.

Chairman of the Union of Mongolian Russian Language Teachers and rector of the Institute for Russian-Language Teachers of the MPR (UNEN 19 May 87 p 3)

Galbaa, T.

First secretary of the Bayan-Olgii Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 8 Apr 87 p 2)

Galbadrah, L.

Head of a section of the Experimental and Research Institute of the Ministry of Social Economy and Services of the MPR (UNEN 17 Mar 87 p 1)

Galsan, C.

HODOLMOR newspaper desk chief (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 13) and HODOLMOR political commentator (HODOLMOR 2 Jun 87 p 4)

Ganbaatar, L.

Referent of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (ARDYN TOR No 3 1986 p 53)

Ganbat, B.

Member of the collegium of the UNEN newspaper office (UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 1) and responsible secretary of UNEN (UNEN 31 May 87 p 2)

Ganbat, S.

Alternate member of the Bureau of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 20 Mar 87 p 1)

Ganbat, T.

Member of the Central Committee of the MRYL and director of a department of the Central Committee of the MRYL; elected candidate member of
the Bureau of the Central Committee of the MRYL at the 7th meeting of the Central Committee of the MRYL held on 18 February 1987 (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Ganbold, B.

Deputy minister of light and food industry of the MPR (UNEN 17 Mar 87 p 3)

Ganbold, G.

Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 1 Mar 87 p 2)

Ganbold, T.

Desk chief of the Joint Editorial Board of Publications Sponsored the Mongolian Trade Unions (HODOLMOR 28 Apr 87 p 4) and HODOLMOR desk editor (HODOLMOR 2 Jun 87 p 4)

Gansuh, D.

Assistant director of the Research and Project Institute of the Ministry of Light and Food Industry of the MPR (UNEN 10 May 87 p 3)

Garam-Ochir, D.

Member of the editorial board of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Garmaa, B.

Responsible secretary of the ULAANBAATARYN MEDEE newspaper (UNEN 3 May 87 p 3)

Garmaa, D.

Member of the editorial board of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 1)
Garmaa, D.

Deputy chairman of the Mongolian Union of Writers (UJGA DZOHIOL URLAG 27 Feb 87 p 1)

Gelegbadmid, S.

Deputy director of the Administrative Office of the Ulaanbaatar Railways (DZALUUUCHIUDYN UNEN 4 Mar 87 p 3)

Gerelsuren, N.

Chairman of the Central Committee of the Trade Union for Transport, Communications, Trade, Social Economy and Services Workers (UNEN 1 Mar 87 p 3), director of the Central Staff for Communist Subbotniks and secretary of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (HODOLMOR 14 Mar 87 p 1); elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions and secretary of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Gombojab, G.

Chairman of the Suhbaatar Aymag Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Association (Unen 29 May 87 p 1)

Gombojab, J.

Procurator of Ulaanbaatar (DZALUUUCHIUDYN UNEN 23 Jun 87 p 1)

Gombojab, J.

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Tob Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Gombojab, Y.

Secretary of the Ulaanbaatar City Party Committee and chairman of the Ulaanbaatar City Election Commission (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)
Gombosuren, G.

Secretary of the Sukhbaatar Party Committee (UNEN 25 Jan 87 p 2)

Gombosuren, S.

MPR Consul-General in Kiev (UNEN 9 Jun 86 p 1)

Gombosuren, T.

Director of the Cadre Department of the Ministry of Agriculture of the MPR (UNEN 3 Mar 87 p 2)

Gonchig, D.

Instructor at the Institute of Agriculture of the MPR, doctor of agricultural sciences, professor and corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences of the MPR; nominated for regular membership in the Academy of Sciences of the MPR in the field of agricultural sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars at the Institute of Agriculture (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Gonchig, S.

Deputy director of the Investment and Capital Construction Office of the State Planning Commission of the MPR (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 4 Mar 87 p 3)

Gongor, B.

Deputy minister of the food and light industry of the MPR (HODOLMOR 14 Mar 87 p 1)

Gotob, D.

Chairman of the State Material and Technical Supply Committee of the MPR (UNEN 1 Apr 87 p 1)

Gotob, T.

Editor of ARDYN TOR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 2)
Gotob, T.

Chairman of the Union of Mongolian Graduates from Soviet Schools (UNEN 2 Apr 87 p 3) and secretary of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 8 May 87 p 4)

Gungaadorj, S.

Minister of agriculture of the MPR (SHINE HODOO 12 Feb 87 p 1)

Gurbadam, T.

MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the USSR (UNEN 22 May 87 p 4)

Gurjab, L.

Head of a department of the Polytechnical Institute of the MPR, doctor of economic sciences and professor; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of economic sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of Institute of Economics of the MPR (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Gurragchaa, J.

Deputy chairman of the People's Great Hural of the MPR (UNEN 20 Mar 87 p 1), chairman of the Central Council of the State Auxilliary Defense Association, member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Association, Hero of the MPR, Hero of the USSR, cosmonaut and major general (DZALUUUCHIUUDYN UNEN 29 May 87 p 1)

Gurragcahaa, M.

Director of a department of the State Planning Commission of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 3)

Gursed, M.

Head of the Publiciations' Illustration and Humor Section of the Union of Mongolian Journalists (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 9)
Gursed, M.

Responsible secretary of TONSHUUL periodical (UNEN 3 May 87 p 3)
Hadhuu, G.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Handsuren, S.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Hasbaatar, T.

Secretary of the Union of Mongolian Writers (UTGA DZOHIOI URLAG 27 Feb 87 p 1)

Hatanbaatar, D.

Member of the collegium of the General Editorial Board for Youth Publications (DZALUUChUUDYN UNEN 22 Feb 87 p 1) and desk chief of ERH CHOLOO, published in Hobsgol Aymag, and DZALUUChUUDYN UNEN (UNEN 12 Mar 87 p 4)

Hidzirhan, H.

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Bayan-Olgii Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (DZALUUChUUDYN UNEN 17 May 87 p 1)

Hohoo, L.

Member of the editorial board of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 1)

Horloo, P.

Deputy chairman of the Mongolian Committee for Afro-Asian Solidarity (HODOLMOR 14 Mar 87 p 4)

Horloo, P.

Director of the Institute of Linguistics of the MPR, doctor of linguistic sciences, professor and corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences of the MPR; nominated for regular membership in the Academy of
Sciences of the MPR in the field of linguistics at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Institute of Linguistics (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Huderchuluun, G.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the State Bank of the MPR (UNEN 12 May 87 p 2)

Hundgaa, B.
Director of the Road and Bridge Project and Production Research Center of the MPR (UNEN 10 May 87 p 3)

Hurelbaatar, D.
Head of the section for journalists focussing on sports of the Union of Mongolian Journalists (SETGULCH No 1 1987 p 9)

Hurelbaatar, L.
Director of the Organization Department of the Suhbaatar Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALJUUCHUUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 2)

Hurmetbek, B.
First secretary of the Bayan-Olgiy Aymag (UNEN 9 Dec 87 p 2)

Huuchaan, N.
Deputy chairman of the Ulaanbaatar Old-Age Council (HODOLMOR 5 Feb 87 p 2)
Indra, R.

Instructor at the Institute of Agriculture of the MPR, doctor of agricultural sciences, and professor; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of agricultural sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Institute of Agriculture (HODOLUMR 28 May 87 p 4)

Ishjamts, N.

Director of the Far Eastern Institute of the MPR and doctor (UTGA DZOHIOI URLAG 27 Mar 87 p 2)

Itgel, N.

Acting director of a department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the MPR (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)
Jabdzan, H.

Assistant director of the Construction Production Research Institute of the MPR (UNEN 10 May 87 p 3)

Jagbaral, N.

Candidate member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the MPRP and deputy chairman of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 27 May 87 p 1)

Jambal, C.

Member of the editorial board of ARDYN TOR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 2) and responsible secretary of the Executive Committee of the Ulaanbaatar City Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Jambaldorj, L.

Member of the Presidium of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations and deputy director of the Administrative Office of the Mongolian Society for the Dissemination of Knowledge (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 27 May 87 p 3)

Jambaldorj, S.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1) and editor-in-chief of the Joint Editorial Board for the Publications Sponsored by the Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 4 Jul 87 p 4)

Jamiyan, D.

Director of the Ulaanbaatar Construction Trust (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 1)

Jamsranjab, A.

Lieutenant general and minister of public security of the MPR (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)
Jamts, R.

MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the GDR (UNEN 9 May 87 p 6)

Janchib, B.

Director of the Organization Department of the Hobsgol Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 2)

Janchib, T.

Director of the General and Experimental Biological Institute of the MPR and doctor of biological sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of biological sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the General and Experimental Biological Institute (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Janjaadorj, D.

First deputy minister of agriculture of the MPR (UNEN 17 Apr 87 p 1)

Jantsamhorool, D.

First secretary of the Dundgobi Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 6 Feb 87 p 1)

Jargal, D.

Chairman of the Auditing Commission of the Union of Mongolian Journalists (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 6)

Jargal, M.

Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 6 Mar 87 p 1)

Jasray, P.

Deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 21 Feb 87
Jigjidsuren, L.

Chairman of the Union of Mongolian Skaters and deputy chairman of the Executive Committee of the Ulaanbaatar Assembly of People’s Deputies (SPORTYN MEDEE 25 Feb 87 p 3)

Jigjidsuren, S.

Assistant director of the Animal Husbandry Research Institute of the MPR (UNEN 10 May 87 p 3)

Jigjidsuren, Shagdarsurenjyn

Appointed first deputy minister of health by the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 8 Feb 87 p 1)

Jigliy, G.

Director of the Main Highway Administration of the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 9 May 87 p 2)

Jimsmaa, B.

Responsible secretary of the Ubs Aymag Council of Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 28 May 87 p 1)

Jubaa, J.

Elected member of the presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)
Lamjab, Bandzragchiyn

Born in 1920 to a herdsman's family living in the territory of Sulinheer Somon, located in Dornogobi Aimag; completed training at a primary school in Dornogobi Aimag, the Higher School for the New Party Man and a higher school in the Soviet Union; acquired higher party and political training; served as instructor in the aymag revolutionary youth league committee, soldier and non-commissioned officer in the army, horoo and brigade league office chairman and as of 1954, deputy chairman of the Party Control Committee of the Central Committee of the MPRP, as of 1956 first secretary of the Dzabhan Aimag Party Committee, as of 1958 organizer at the Party Central Committee, as of 1962 director of the Cadre Department of the Central Committee of the Party, as 1979 also as first deputy chairman of the Party Control Committee of the Central Committee of the Party and in May 1987 elected chairman of the Party Control Committee; joined the MPRP in 1943 and elected candidate member of the Central Committee of the MPRP by the 12th Congress of the MPRP, member of the Central Committee of the Party by the 13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th MPRP Congresses, alternate member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the MPRP by the 12th plenum of the Central Committee of the MPRP held in 1986, deputy to the 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th People's Great Hurals and member of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural by the 9th and 10th People's Great Hurals; elected member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the MPRP by the Third Plenum of the Central Committee of the MPRP held on 30 June 1987 (UNEN 1 Jul 87 p 1)

Lantuu, Lhamsurengiy

Unanimously elected member of the bureau of the Ulaanbaatar City Party Committee and first secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Party Committee at the specially convened 8 May 1987 meeting of the Ulaanbaatar Party Committee (UNEN 9 May 87 p 1)

Lhaasuren, G,

Deputy director of the State Geodesy and Cartography Office of the MPR (UNEN 23 May 87 p 3)

Lhagbasuren, D.

First deputy chairman of the Erdenet Combine (HODOLMÖR 15 Jan 87 p 3)
Lhagbasuren, D.
First secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Oktyabr Rayon Party Committee (DZALIUUCHUUDYN UNEN 19 Feb 87 p 1)

Lhagbasuren, S.
First secretary of the Bulgan Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 2 Jul 87 p 1)

Lhasuren, D.
Director of the Art Department of the Ministry of Culture of the MPR (UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 4)

Ligden, B.
Secretary of the Union of Mongolian Journalists Committee, editor of the Joint Board for Publications Sponsored by the Central Committee of the MPRP (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 5), and member of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 1)

Losolsuren, Y.
Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 20 Mar 87 p 1)

Lubsanbandan, S.
Head of a section of the Linguistics Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the MPR and doctor (DZALIUUCHUUDYN UNEN 5 Apr 87 p 1)

Lubsanchultem, N.
MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma (UNEN 25 Feb 87 p 4) and MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Chinese People's Republic (UNEN 17 May 87 p 4); appointed MPR ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand according to a decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 19 May 87 p 4)
Lubsandorj, P.

Director of the Institute of Economics of the MPR and doctor (UTGA DZOHIOL URLAG 27 Mar 87 p 2)

Lubsangombo, Sonomyn

Relieved of his duties as chairman of the State Building-Architecture and Technical Control Committee of the MPR [because of the committee's abolition] according to the 12 December 1986 decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural signed in Ulaanbaatar by J. Batmonh, chairman, and T. Gotob, secretary, of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural; appointed chairman of the [newly created] State Construction Committee according to the 12 December 1986 decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural signed in Ulaanbaatar by J. Batmonh, chairman, and T. Gotob, secretary, of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 13 Dec 86 p 1); alternate member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the MPR and deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 6 Feb 87 p 1), chairman of the Mongolian section of the MPR-GDR Intergovernmental Economic, Scientific and Technical Cooperation Commission (UNEN 20 May 87 p 1), and chairman of the Mongolian section of the Mongolian-Hungarian Intergovernmental Economic, Scientific and Technical Cooperation Commission (UNEN 19 Jun 87 p 1)

Lubsanjab, Choy.

Head of the Foreign Language Department of the Linguistic Faculty of the Mongolian State University (DZALUUUCHIJUDYN UNEN 5 Jun 87 p 4)

Lubsantsersen, B.

Chairman of the Central Council of the Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 15 May 87 p 1); elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian Trade Unions and chairman of the Central Council of the Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Lubsantsersen, G.

General secretary of the Conference of Asian Buddhists for Peace (HODOLMOR 26 Feb 87 p 4)
Mablet, U.

Minister of geology and mining industry of the MPR and chairman of the Mongolian-Democratic German Friendship Association (UNEN 7 May 87 p 1)

Mahaljab, G.

Director of a department of the Ministry of Trade and Procurement of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 86 p 3)

Mandalsuren, D.

Director of an office of the State Material and Technical Supply Committee of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 3)

Manibadar, D.

Director of the Petroleum Supply Administration of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 1)

Mashbat, T.

Responsible secretary of the Commission for CEMA Affairs of the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 22 Mar 87 p 2)

Melscho, O.

Member of the editorial board of BARILGACHIN (BARILGACHIN No 3 1986 p 64)

Meregshir, N.

Second secretary of the Ulaanbaatar Railways Party Committee (UNEN 22 May 87 p 3)

Mijid, L.

Member of the editorial board of DZALJU DZOHION BUTEEGCH (DZALJU DZOHION BUTEEGCH No 1 1987 p 32)
Mijiddorj, T.
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Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (SHINE HODOO 16 Apr 87 p 1) and and doctor of economic sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the Academy of Sciences of the MPR in the field of economic sciences by the Council of Scholars of the Animal Husbandry Institute Named in Honor of J. Sambuu (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)
Tsalhilaan, D.

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Union of Friendship and Peace Organizations (UNEN 9 Apr 87 p 4) and member of the Presidium of the Central Council of Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 27 May 87 p 1)

Tsebeenpureb, S.

Member of the editorial board of EDIYN DZASGIGYN BOLOBSROL (EDIYN DZASGIGYN BOLOBSROL No 4 1987 p 32)

Tsebeenpureb, S.

Deputy chairman of the Union of Mongolian Graduates from Soviet Schools (UNEN 17 Feb 87 p 4) and deputy chairman of the State Committee for Higher and Specialized Education (UNEN 21 Feb 87 p 3)

Tsebegdorj, O.

Deputy minister of people's education of the MPR (UNEN 17 Jul 87 p 3)

Tsebegmid, Dondogiyn

Deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers of the MPR, chairman of the Nuclear Power Commission of the MPR, and professor (UNEN 1 Mar 87 p 4); fully authorized MPR delegate assigned to Joint Nuclear Research Institute (UNEN 11 Mar 87 p 4); approved as chairman of the Central Committee for Organizing the Fourth Session of the 11 Congress of the People's Great Hural to be held in 1988 (UNEN 9 Apr 87 p 4); relieved of his responsibilities as deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers of the MPR because of having attained retirement age in accordance with the 7 May 1987 decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural, signed in Ulaanbaatar by J. Batmonh, chairman, and B. Gotob, secretary of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 8 May 87 p 1)

Tsebegmid, D.

Deputy chairman of the Central Council of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations and professor (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 2)
Tsebegmid, T.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 2)

Tsebegsuren, B.

Scholar-secretary of the Institute for Raising the Skills of the Leading Workers of the MPR, head of its Planning and Economic Mechanization Department and doctor of economic sciences (UNEN 21 May p 3)

Tseblee, H.

First assistant editor of UNEN (SETGULCH No 1 1987 p 5), secretary of the Union of Mongolian Journalists Committee (SETGULCH No 1 1987 p 13), and member of the collegium of the UNEN newspaper office (UNEN 18 Feb 87 p 1)

Tsede, D.

Director of the Plant and Land Cultivation Research Institute of the MPR (UNEN 7 Feb 87 p 23) and candidate (UNEN 6 May 87 p 1)

Tsede, D.

Chairman of the Union of Mongolian Writers Committee (UTGA DZOHIOUL URLAG 27 Feb 87 p 1)

Tsedebsuren, B.

Deputy director of the Administrative Office of the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 24 Jul 87 p 3)

Tsedendamba, D.

Editor of TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE (TEHNIK TEHNOLOGIYN MEDEE No 1 1987 p 1)

Tseeren, D.

Secretary of the Bayan-Olgiy Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 6 Mar 87 p 3)
Tsegmed, T.

Senior research worker of the Forestry Research Section of the Botany Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the MPR and candidate of biological sciences; graduated in 1969 from the Tashkent State University where he acquired skills as a plant researcher and worked first at the Animal Research Institute of the MPR; in 1973, transferred to the Biology-Botany Institute of the MPR and was assigned to work on moss; 1980-1983 studied as an aspirant at the Plant Study Institute imeni Komarov in Leningrad and defended his degree on a topic related to moss (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 22 Feb 87 p 2)

Tsegmid, S.

Deputy chairman of the Mongolian Commission for UNESCO Affairs and Vice President of the Academy of Sciences of the MPR (UNEN 17 Apr 87 p 4)

Tsegmid, S.

Member of the editorial board of DZALUU DZOHIIN BUTEEGCH (DZALUU DZOHIIN BUTEEGCH No 1 1987 p 32)

Tsegmid, T.

Secretary of the Revolutionary Youth League Committee at the Pedagogical Institute of the MPR (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 1 Mar 87 p 2)

Tsegmid, Y.

Member of the editorial board of EDIYN DZASGIYN BOOBSROL (EDIYN DZASGIYN BOOBSROL NO 4 1987 p 32)

Tsend-Ayuush, H.

Deputy chairman for agriculture of the Executive Committee of the Dundgobi Aymag Assembly of People's Deputies (UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 3)

Tsend-Ayuush, S.

Deputy minister of culture of the MPR (UTGA DZOHIOL URLAG 3 Apr 87 p 4)
Tsend-Ayuush, T.

Chairman of the Hobd Aymag Trade Union Council (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Tsendbayar, S.

Director of the labor protection and legal department of the Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 3)

Tsendee, D.

Elected member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian Trade Unions (UNEN 16 May 87 p 1)

Tsendsuren, A.

Head of a department of the Mongolian State University, doctor of biological sciences, and professor; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of biological sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Mongolian State University (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Tsereb, H.

Member of the editorial board of ARDYN TOR (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 2)

Tsereg, T.

Director of the Instruction Department of the Executive Committee of the Erdenet City Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR No 1 1987 p 6)

Tseren, B.

Deputy chairman of the State Planning Commission of the MPR (UNEN 21 Mar 87 p 2)

Tseren, C.

President of the Academy of Sciences of the MPR (UNEN 17 Apr 87 p 4)
Tserendagba, D.

Member of the editorial board of SETGUULCH (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 1)

Tserendash, C.

Assistant director of the Institute of Animal Husbandry of the MPR, doctor of veterinary sciences, and professor; nominated for corresponding membership in the Mongolian Academy of Sciences in the field of agricultural sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Animal Husbandry Research Institute Named in Honor of J. Sambuu (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Tserendondog, Lhamyn

Relieved of his responsibilities as minister of construction and construction materials industry of the MPR according to the 12 December 1986 decree of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural, signed in Ulaanbaatar by J. Batmonh, chairman, and T. Gotob, secretary, of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural; appointed minister of the MPR according to the 12 December 1987 decree of the Presidium of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural, signed in Ulaanbaatar by J. Batmonh, chairman, and T. Gotob, secretary, of the Presidium of the People's Great Hural (UNEN 13 Dec 86 p 1); appointed first deputy chairman of the State Construction Committee by the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 18 Dec 86 p 1); [also] chairman of the Mongolian-Polish Friendship Association (HODOLMOR 7 Mar 87 p 4)

Tserendorj, C.

Secretary of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 15 Mar 87 p 1)

Tserendorj, D.

Director of a department of the Social Sciences Institute of the MPR and candidate (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 5 Apr 87 p 1)

Tserendorj, T.

Director of the Institute to Raise the Skills of Leading Workers of the MPR and candidate of economic sciences (UNEN 21 May 87 p 3)
Tserendulam, C.
Secretary of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 26 Apr 87 p 1) and chairman of the Mongolian Pioneers Organizations (DZALUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 26 Apr 87 p 4)

Tserendulam, R.
Head of a department of the Animal Husbandry Research Institute of the MPR, doctor of agricultural sciences, professor, and corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences of the MPR; nominated for regular membership in the Academy of Sciences of the MPR in the field of agricultural sciences at a meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Animal Husbandry Research Institute Named in Honor of J. Sambuu (HODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Tserenjargal, S.
Member of the Central Committee of the MRYL (DZALUUCHUUJUDYN UNEN 4 Feb 87 p 2)

Tserennadmid, C.
Minister of Health of the MPR and chairman of the Mongolian-Laotian Friendship Association (UNEN 25 Feb 87 p 4)

Tserennadmid, J.
Responsible secretary of the Central Council of the Association of Young Mongolian Naturalists (UNEN 10 May 87 p 3)

Tserenpil, D.
Member of the editorial board of DZALUU DZOHION BUTEEGCH (DZALUU DZOHION BUTEEGCH No 1 1987 p 32)

Tsetsegt, N.
Deputy minister of transportation of the MPR (SOTSIALIST URALDAAN, supplement to HODOLMOR, 19 Mar 87 p 2)
Tsog, B.

Colonel-general and Hero of the MPR (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 18 Jan 87 p 1)

Tsog, S.

Head of a sector of the Central Council of the Mongolian Pioneers Organizations (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 2)

Tsogbadrah, M.

Secretary of the Revolutionary Youth League Committee of the Mongolian State University (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 1 Mar 87 p 1)

Tsogdzolmaa, D.

Deputy chairman of the Executive Committee of the Union of Mongolian Associations for Peace and Friendship (UNEN 27 May 87 p 1); elected responsible secretary of the Central Council of Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations at the first plenum of the Central Council of Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations elected by the Eighth Congress of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (UNEN 29 May 87 p 4)

Tsog-Ochir, L.

Deputy minister of light and food industry of the MPR (UNEN 27 Feb 87 p 3)

Tsogsayhan, G.

First secretary of the Bulgan Aymag Revolutionary Youth League Committee (DZALUUCHUUDYN UNEN 22 Feb 87 p 1)

Tsolmon, A.

Director of a department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 1)

Tsolmon, T.

Member of the editorial board of DZALUU DZOHION BUTEEGCH (DZALUU
Tsultem, N.

Reelected chairman of the Mongolian Committee for Afro-Asian Solidarity (UNEN 17 Mar 87 p 4)

Tubendorj, D.

Head of a department of the Institute of Physics and Technology of the MPR and doctor of physics and mathematical sciences; nominated for corresponding membership in the field of physics and mathematical sciences at a meeting of Council of Scholars of the Institute of Physics and Technology (MODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 4)

Tubshintogs, T.

Responsible secretary of the PIONERIYN UDIRDAGCH periodical (DZALUUUCHUUDYN UNEN 13 Feb 87 p 3)

Tudeb, L.

Editor-in-chief of UNEN, chairman of the Union of Mongolian Journalists (SETGUILCH No 1 1987 p 5), and chairman of the Executive Committee of the Mongolian Parliamentary Committee (UNEN 20 Mar 87 p 4)

Tulga, L.

Deputy director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 5 Apr 87 p 2)

Tumendelger, C.

Director of a department of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UTGA DZOHIOL URLAG 27 Mar 87 p 2) and member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Mongolian-Soviet Friendship Associations (MODOLMOR 28 May 87 p 1)
Tumendemberel, D.

Director of the Instruction Department of the Executive Committee of the Ulaanbaatar City Assembly of People's Deputies (ARDYN TOR NO 1 1987 p 6).

Tumendemberel, D.

Secretary of the Gobi-Altay Party Committee (UNEN 9 Apr 87 p 2)

Tumenjargal, J.

First secretary of the Hobd Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 2 Jul 87 p 1)

Tunjin, R.

Secretary of the Hentiy Aymag Party Committee (UNEN 15 May 87 p 3)
Udbal, S.

Secretary of the Union of Mongolian Writers (UTGA DZOHIOIURLAG 17 Feb 87 p 1), deputy chairman of the Committee of Veteran Promoters of the Revolutionary Struggle of the MPR, deputy chairman of the Mongolian Committee for the Preservation of Peace, member of the World Peace Council, recipient of the State Prize, and writer (HODOLMOR 26 Feb 87 p 4)

Urjinbadam, D.

Deputy chairman of the Union of Mongolian Journalists (SETGUULCH No 1 1987)

Urtnasan, Jambaldorjiyn

Appointed deputy minister of agriculture by the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 8 Feb 87 p 1)

Urtnasan, S.

UNEN political commentator (HODOLMOR 2 Jun 87 p 4)
Yakiy, I.

Responsible editor of JANA-OMIR newspaper, published in Bayan-Olgii Aymag (SETGUULCH No 1 1987 p 13)

Yandzan, N.

Deputy chairman of the Board of Directors of the State Bank of the MPR (UTGA DZOHIOL URLAG 29 May 87 p 2)

Yondon, D.

First deputy minister of foreign affairs of the MPR (UNEN 21 Feb 87 p 1) and member of the Central Committee of the MPRP (UNEN 12 Jun 87 p 1)

Yondon, D.

Scholar-secretary of the Institute of Linguistics of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences (HODOLMOR 26 Feb 87 p 4)

Yondon, D.

Responsible secretary of the Commission for Matters Dealing with Improving Management and Economic Mechanization subordinate to the Mongolian Party Central Committee and the Council of Ministers of the MPR (UNEN 21 May 87 p 3)

Yondon, J.

Colonel general and minister of defense of the MPR (UNEN 8 Jun 87 p 1)

Yondonsuren, D.

Minister of transportation of the MPR and deputy chairman of the State Commission for Crop-Farming and Harvesting of the MPR (SHINE HODOO 15 Sep 86 p 1)
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